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Intro:

If I had words to make a day for you
I'd sing you a morning golden and new
I would make this day last for all time

1.
Give you a night deep in moon-shine (repeat)

2.
Give you a night deep in moon-shine

If I had words to make a day for you
I'd sing you a morning golden and new
I would make this day last for all time

Give you a night deep in moon-shine
Give you a night deep in moon-shine
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Intro:  Dm  A  Dm  G7  C  Csus

C  G  C  Am  G  C  F  C
If I had words to make a day for you

C  F  Dm  A  Dm  G  C  G7
I'd sing you a morning golden and new

C  G  C  Am  G  C  F  E7
I would make this day last for all time

1.  F  Dm  A  Dm  G7  C  Csus
Give you a night deep in moon-shine (repeat)

2.  F  Dm  A  Dm  G7  C  A7
Give you a night deep in moon-shine

D  A  D  Bm  A  D  G  D
If I had words to make a day for you

D  G  Em  B  Em  A  D  A7
I'd sing you a morning golden and new

D  A  D  Bm  A  D  G  F#7
I would make this day last for all time

G  Em  B  Em  A7  D
Give you a night deep in moon-shine

G  Em  B  Em  A7sus  A7  D
Give you a night deep in moon - shine